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MB- 50 litres
DS /expansion unknown/ oil
-50 litres
At 0800 hours, task assigned to take
control of the attack position in the
sector of Rakovina village in
coordination with part of the 24th Od
PJP /24th Detachment of the Special
Police Unit/, and during the day to
disperse the STS along the Rakovina
- elevation 3 82 - Calak Mahala Kraljane axis, take control of the
general sector of the Kraljane village,
and be ready for a continuation of
active combat operations.
At 0930 hours, NATO aircraft
attacked the disposition of BG-5
units, and in particular the Grebnik
facility, Plantaia base. One officer
and four soldiers were wounded by
cluster bombs.
The relocation of units to the axis of
engagement began at 1100 hours. At
1330 hours, BG-5 units, in
coordinated action with a part of the
24th Od PJP, left the line of Rakovina
village to scatter the STS along the
Rakovina village- elevation 382Calak Mahala- Kraljane village axis.
By 1800 hours, they took control of
the Kraljane village sector. During
the combat operations, losses were
inflicted on the STS. Six dead
terrorists were recorded, other losses
were not visible. 250 people were
taken prisoner and into custody, and
around 3,000 refugees were sent in
the Kramavik (Rakovina) direction.
Expenditure of UBS:
- 82mm MB shells (TF) - 85
- 30mm shell (Praga)- 60
- 20mm shell (BOV-3)- 300
20mm shell (BVP)- 60
7 .62mm rounds (AP) - 300
7 .62mm rounds, PKT - 1300
Explosive (plastic) - 200gr
Detonator no. 8 - 1
Safety fuse - 2m
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Lieutenant
Sasa
MUNJIC
seriously
wounded in
the jaw
-Private
Zeljko
JOVANOVIC
(836517)
seriously
wounded in
the right thigh
-Four
soldiers with
considerable
lacerations
The following
items were
lost during
the bombing:
two cases of
20mm shells,
six cases of
7.62mm
rounds, four
cases of
rounds for the
PKT, two
cases of
64mmRBR
/hand-held
rocket
launchers/,
one case of
/?M/75 ROB
/hand
grenades/

